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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRb4qw7yMXI
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Scientific Evidence That You 
Are Not the Body 

Excerpts from books, lectures, and videos by Jagad Guru Chris Butler (Siddhaswarupananda Paramahamsa). 

Let me ask you a few simple questions: Do you exist at this moment? Did you exist five years 

ago? Are you your body? Most people would answer “yes” to all three questions. But if you 

identify your body as yourself, and simultaneously accept that you exist now and also existed 

five years ago, then you have a problem: The body you had five years ago does not exist today. 

There is a dynamic turnover of atoms and molecules that make up your body. There isn’t a single 

particle of matter—not one atom—present in your body today that was present five years ago. 

The body you have today is not the same body you had five years ago. It’s not that the body you 

had still exists but has now changed somewhat. No. The body you had is gone. That collection of 

atoms appearing as flesh, bone, blood, hair, and so on no longer exists. Yetyou still exist. 

Studies at the Oak Ridge Atomic Research Center have revealed that about 98 percent of all the 

atoms in a human body are replaced every year. You get a new suit of skin every month and a 

new liver every six weeks. The lining of your stomach lasts only five days before it’s replaced. 

Even your bones are not the solid, stable, concrete-like things you might have thought them to 

be; they are undergoing constant change. The bones you have today are different from the bones 

you had a year ago. Experts in this area of research have concluded that there is a complete, 100 

percent turnover of atoms in the body at least every five years. In other words, not one single 

atom present in your body today was there five years ago. 

If you were the molecules and atoms of which your body used to be composed, you would now 

be a personality divided into the many new bodies that those atoms and molecules have become 

part of. And, of course, the molecules and atoms that make up your present body are not “new”; 

they too are used. Your body is made of recycled material. The matter you now call “yourself” 

was once part of many different collections of atoms and molecules that went by different names. 
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This way of looking at the situation reveals the absurdity of Sagan’s conclusion. If the body is 

the self—if you are a collection of molecules and atoms—then when those particles disperse, 

that’s the end of that particular “collection.” That collection of atoms and molecules that went by 

a particular, distinct, collective label (your name) no longer exists. If you are the body, then 

when the body is gone, you should also be gone. But this doesn’t happen. 

So when you look at a picture of “yourself” taken only seven years ago, you are looking at a 

body that no longer exists. Every single molecule that was present in the body shown in the 

photography is now gone. Yet you still exist. You are not gone. Now, since the body you had 

seven years ago no longer exists, yet you still exist, you must logically conclude that (1) you 

were not the body you had on seven years ago, and (2) you are not the body you have on today. 

The material body has sometimes been compared to clothing worn by the self. At one point you 

had a baby body; then you took off the baby body and put on a child body; later on, you wore an 

adolescent body; and after that, you put on a young adult body. In all cases it was you, the same 

self, who was wearing those different bodies. 

You, the self, are the constant, unchanging principle in the sea of physical, material changes. 

You know that you existed seven years ago; you were there. You also know you exist right now. 

The same you, or self, who existed then also exists now. And this same self will exist when the 

present body is gone. 

 

 

Techniques to Help You Realize that You are Not the Body 

Now that we have established that every element in the periodic table aside from 
hydrogen is essentially stardust, we have to determine how much of our body is made up 
of this stardust. If we know how many hydrogen atoms are in our body, then we can say 
that the rest is stardust. Our body is composed of roughly 7x1027 atoms. That is a lot of 
atoms! Try writing that number out on a piece of paper: 7 with 27 zeros behind it. We say 
roughly because if you pluck a hair or pick your nose there might be slightly less. Now it 
turns out that of those billion billion billion atoms, 4.2x1027 of them are hydrogen. 
Remember that hydrogen is big bang dust and not stardust. This leaves 2.8x1027 atoms 
of stardust. Thus the amount of stardust atoms in our body is 40%. 

 

Since stardust atoms are the heavier elements, the percentage of star mass in our body is 
much more impressive. Most of the hydrogen in our body floats around in the form of 
water. The human body is about 60% water and hydrogen only accounts for 11% of that 
water mass. Even though water consists of two hydrogen atoms for every oxygen, 
hydrogen has much less mass. We can conclude that 93% of the mass in our body is 
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stardust. Just think, long ago someone may have wished upon a star that you are made 
of. 

 

The reason we get fooled gets down to what is happening when we "see" something. 

 

Like all life on our planet, our visual organs -- our eyes -- can only sense electromagnetic (EMR) 

vibrations (what "light" really is) in a fairly narrow range of wavelengths. We cannot detect anything 

beyond the infra-red or the ultra-violet (which, BTW, is how those terms came about!). This is not an 

accident: this range constitutes the vast majority of EM radiation that penetrates our Earth's 

atmosphere and reaches our surface. The ability to detect gamma rays, for instance, would be of no 

use in aiding our survival. 

 

The wavelength of the light our eyes can detect is about 4000-8000 angstroms. However, the size of 

individual atoms is about one angstrom. As such, when a beam of visible light hits matter -- a group 

of atoms -- it's like a tank coming across a bunch of tall grass. Yes, a small object (like a flea) could 

maneuver amongst the empty space between the individual grass blades. However, a tank is just 

going to hit a bunch of them. 
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A tank, of course, will just crush down the grass blades. Imagine if the tank instead just bounced off 

the tall grass blades, and all we could detect is the rebound of the tank. We'd know NOTHING about 

the distance between the grass blades, we'd only know that a tank can't penetrate them. 

 

The light that our eyes can detect is like that tank, bouncing off the tall grass blades. It's thousands of 

times larger than the atoms it is coming across, so all it does is bounce off them, into our eyes.  

 

Basically, our eyes aren't built to detect the empty space between atomic nuclei. 

As atoms get too close to one another their charges begin to repel each other.  Once 

they’re close enough that they can “see” the other atom, the electrons on the near side of 

both atoms begin to repel each other and move more to the far side of both atoms.  This 

leaves the positively charged nuclei facing each other. 

 

Electrons swarm around the nuclei of their atoms (in this case Helium 4). When they're brought very close together 

the electron clouds shift and the atoms briefly polarize in such a way that they repel. 

Basically, when two atoms come too close they behave exactly like magnets brought 

together with the “north” ends pointing together. 

The source of the ultimate “excluded volume” forces is entirely quantum mechanical: it is the 

fact that electrons are fermions, hence (this is the Pauli exclusion principle) cannot occupy the 

same volume without being in different energy states. If you attempt to push the orbital 

electrons of two atoms into the same volume of space, most of the electrons will need to be 

promoted to much higher energy states. The requirement of a great deal of energy to move the 

http://www.askamathematician.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/solid.jpg
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atoms closer is what we interpret as a force. You might call it an “exclusion” force, because it 

comes from the exclusion principle — but it has no connection at all with any of the canonical 

four forces, and in particular it has nothing to do with the electrostatic repulsion between 

electrons. It would operate even if the electrons were uncharged. 

 Quantum chemistry isn’t rocket science, but it’s still pretty complicated.  Atoms can 

share electrons, or their electrons can move so that they behave like attracting magnets, 

and a whole mess of other things.  For example, attractive van der Waal forces can show 

up when atoms are close, but not too close.  Slight fluctuations in the arrangement of 

electrons in one atom induces a sympathetic arrangement in nearby atoms (this is more 

specifically a “London dispersion force“).  As a result, the atoms end up with dipoles 

lined up in a “+-  +-” way, instead of a “-+  +-” way, like in the picture above. 

In general, the force is extremely small.  But it is just strong enough to hold liquid 

helium to itself (otherwise it would be a gas), and hold geckos to walls. 

 

Geckos have weird feet because they have evolved to optimize the chance of random dipole interactions between 

the atoms in their feet and the atoms of whatever they're climbing. As a result, they can climb vertically on materials 

as smooth as glass. Pictured here is a gecko excited to learn that someone remembered his birthday. 

Addressing the fact that matter is mostly empty space, if you really squeeze matter 

you’ll find that the electrical forces can no longer hold atoms apart.  Basically, they find 

that it’s easier for the electrons and protons to fuse together and form neutrons.  Once 

all the charges are out of the way the atoms (now balls of neutrons) are free to collapse 

together.  At that point the only thing holding them apart is “Pauli pressure”, which is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_dispersion_force
http://www.askamathematician.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Gecko_0.jpg
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fancy quantum physics speak for “they can’t be in the same place”. 

 

 

Barbara DeCet 

July 4 at 8:00pm 

Hello - I have an Indigo device and was doing a remote session on a person, only I found out later 
this person had died prior to when I was doing the remote session, yet everything looked like the 
person was still alive. Can you help me to understanding why the session/readings appeared normal 
even though the person was dead. 

 

  
Desire Dubounet The soul lives on , the energy lives on , If you have accumulated enough spiritual power to 

keep it from dispersing into the ethers 

  
Desire Dubounet With the harness you link to the body, when you do subspace you link to the energetic soul 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/barbara.decet?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/permalink/301366440024979/
https://www.facebook.com/desire.dubounet?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/desire.dubounet?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/barbara.decet?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/desire.dubounet?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/desire.dubounet?fref=ufi
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A contemplative tour through your family photo album 

If you take a contemplative tour through your family album, you can appreciate 

the contrast between the body's ever-changing nature and your unchanging 
nature. 

Take a look at pictures of "yourself" (your body) when it was one year old or 
five years old. Then ask yourself: "Where is that body now?" Look at your child 

body and adolescent body, and ask yourself, "Where is that body now?" Where 
are all those bodies that were photographed so many years ago? 

Now consider the following: There is not an atom in your body today that was 

present when those pictures were taken seven years ago. The eyes you see in 
the photograph are a different set of eyes than those you are seeing with: They 

are made of completely different material particles. The bodies in those 
photographs have long since disintegrated and merged into the earth, water, 
fire, and air, and have gone to make up other bodies—the bodies of various 

insects, plants, birds, animals, humans, and so on. 

Yet you are still you. You exist today. You also existed yesterday, last month, 
five years ago, ten years ago, 15 years ago, and so on. But that body you had 

one year ago, five years ago, 15 years ago, etc. does not exist today. You, the 
self, existed throughout all these changes of your body. 

  

Become aware of your body and its activities 

Yogis have a meditation technique that helps them to realize that they are not 
the body. They say to themselves, “I am aware that I am doing such-and-
such.” By doing this they experience a type of detachment from their body and 
its activities. While a yogi is eating, for example, he’ll say to himself, “I am 

aware that I am eating … I am aware that I am tasting something sweet.” He 
doesn’t dive into the taste—rather, he is a little apart from it. Through this 

technique, he gradually becomes detached from all the body’s activities, 
sensations, feelings, and so on. He is aware that things are happening, but he’s 

untouched by them. He’s free from the movement of the waves of sensations, 
thoughts, and so on that pass over him. He’s the calm center of the storm that 
rages all around him. 

Such a yogi and a hedonist are exact opposites in consciousness. The yogi 

stands apart from the body and the hedonist dives into it—trying to savor every 
pleasant sensual tingle. And by diving into the sensual gratification, he is diving 

into the material senses—that is, he is becoming more deeply immersed in 
false bodily identification. 
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You are NOT the Brain 
Excerpts from books, lectures, and videos by Jagad Guru Chris Butler (Siddhaswarupananda Paramahamsa).  

Many people believe that a person is the brain or some part of the brain. You may be one of 

them. Paul Weiss writes this about the rapid change of the molecular particles that make up the 

brain cells. 

“Recent studies on the turnover of the molecular population within a given nerve [brain] cell 

have indicated that ... their macromolecular contingent is renewed about ten thousand times in 

a lifetime.” [In other words, the matter making up each brain cell is completely renewed every 

three days.] 

~Paul Weiss, “The Living System: Determinism Stratified,” in Arthur Koestler and J.R. Smythies, 

eds., Beyond Reductionism (London: Hutchinson, 1969), p. 13. 

This means that your brain—that mass of matter which is contained in your skull today—is not 

the same brain that was in your skull last week. 

The brain is used by the self; the brain is not the self. Of course, the brain is a very special part 

of the body—you, the self, use it to direct and control the rest of the body machine. It also 

serves to carry and process information coming from the different parts of the body and the 

external environment to you. But you are not your brain. You are the user of your brain. 
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Does the Soul Exist? 

Evidence Says ‘Yes’ 

 

The reality of the soul is among the most important questions of life. Although 

religions go on and on about its existence, how do we know if souls really exist? A 

string of new scientific experiments helps answer this ancient spiritual question. 

The idea of the soul is bound up with the idea of a future life and our belief in a 

continued existence after death. It’s said to be the ultimate animating principle by 

which we think and feel, but isn’t dependent on the body. Many infer its existence 

without scientific analysis or reflection. Indeed, the mysteries of birth and death, 

the play of consciousness during dreams (or after a few martinis), and even the 

commonest mental operations — such as imagination and memory — suggest the 

existence of a vital life force — an élan vital — that exists independent of the body. 

Yet, the current scientific paradigm doesn’t recognize this spiritual dimension of life. 

We’re told we’re just the activity of carbon and some proteins; we live awhile and 

die. And the universe? It too has no meaning. It has all been worked out in the 

equations — no need for a soul. But biocentrism — a new ‘theory of everything’ — 

http://www.robertlanza.com/do-we-have-a-soul-a-scientific-answer/
http://www.robertlanza.com/do-we-have-a-soul-a-scientific-answer/
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challenges this traditional, materialistic model of reality. In all directions, this 

outdated paradigm leads to insoluble enigmas, to ideas that are ultimately 

irrational. But knowledge is the prelude to wisdom, and soon our worldview will 

catch up with the facts. 

Of course, most spiritual people view the soul as emphatically more definitive than 

the scientific concept. It’s considered the incorporeal essence of a person, and is 

said to be immortal and transcendent of material existence. But when scientists 

speak of the soul (if at all), it’s usually in a materialistic context, or treated as a 

poetic synonym for the mind. Everything knowable about the “soul” can be learned 

by studying the functioning of the brain. In their view, neuroscience is the only 

branch of scientific study relevant to understanding the soul. 

Traditionally, science has dismissed the soul as an object of human belief, or 

reduced it to a psychological concept that shapes our cognition of the observable 

natural world. The terms “life” and “death” are thus nothing more than the common 

concepts of “biological life” and “biological death.” The animating principle is simply 

the laws of chemistry and physics. You (and all the poets and philosophers that 

ever lived) are just dust orbiting the core of the Milky Way galaxy. 

As I sit here in my office surrounded by piles of scientific books, I can’t find a single 

reference to the soul, or any notion of an immaterial, eternal essence that occupies 

our being. Indeed, a soul has never been seen under an electron microscope, nor 

spun in the laboratory in a test tube or ultra-centrifuge. According to these books, 

nothing appears to survive the human body after death. 

While neuroscience has made tremendous progress illuminating the functioning of 

the brain, why we have a subjective experience remains mysterious. The problem 

of the soul lies exactly here, in understanding the nature of the self, the “I” in 

existence that feels and lives life. But this isn’t just a problem for biology and 

cognitive science, but for the whole of Western natural philosophy itself. 

Our current worldview — the world of objectivity and naïve realism — is beginning 

to show fatal cracks. Of course, this will not surprise many of the philosophers and 

other readers who, contemplating the works of men such as Plato, Socrates and 

Kant, and of Buddha and other great spiritual teachers, kept wondering about the 

relationship between the universe and the mind of man. 
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Recently, biocentrism and other scientific theories have also started to challenge 

the old physico-chemical paradigm, and to ask some of the difficult questions about 

life: Is there a soul? Does anything endure the ravages of time? 

Life and consciousness are central to this new view of being, reality and the 

cosmos. Although the current scientific paradigm is based on the belief that the 

world has an objective observer-independent existence, real experiments suggest 

just the opposite. We think life is just the activity of atoms and particles, which spin 

around for a while and then dissipate into nothingness. But if we add life to the 

equation, we can explain some of the major puzzles of modern science, including 

the uncertainty principle, entanglement, and the fine-tuning of the laws that shape 

the universe. 

Consider the famous two-slit experiment. When you watch a particle go through the 

holes, it behaves like a bullet, passing through one slit or the other. But if no one 

observes the particle, it exhibits the behavior of a wave and can pass through both 

slits at the same time. This and other experiments tell us that unobserved particles 

exist only as ‘waves of probability’ as the great Nobel laureate Max Born 

demonstrated in 1926. They’re statistical predictions — nothing but a likely 

outcome. Until observed, they have no real existence; only when the mind sets the 

scaffolding in place, can they be thought of as having duration or a position in 

space. Experiments make it increasingly clear that even mere knowledge in the 

experimenter’s mind is sufficient to convert possibility to reality. 

Many scientists dismiss the implications of these experiments, because until 

recently, this observer-dependent behavior was thought to be confined to the 

subatomic world. However, this is being challenged by researchers around the 

world. In fact, last year a team of physicists (Nature Communications 2:263, 

2011) showed that quantum weirdness also occurs in the human-scale world. They 

studied huge compounds composed of up to 430 atoms, and confirmed that this 

strange quantum behavior extends into the larger world we live in. 

Importantly, this has a direct bearing on the question of whether humans and other 

living creatures have souls. As Kant pointed out over 200 years ago, everything we 

experience — including all the colors, sensations and objects we perceive — are 

nothing but representations in our mind. Space and time are simply the mind’s 

tools for putting it all together. Now, to the amusement of idealists, scientists are 
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beginning dimly to recognize that those rules make existence itself possible. 

Indeed, the experiments above suggest that objects only exist with real properties 

if they are observed. The results not only defy our classical intuition, but suggest 

that a part of the mind — the soul — is immortal and exists outside of space and 

time. 

“The hope of another life” wrote Will Durant “gives us courage to meet our own 

death, and to bear with the death of our loved ones; we are twice armed if we fight 

with faith.” 

And we are thrice armed if we fight with science. 
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Scientist Photographs The Soul 
Leaving the Body at Death 
(Updated March 13, 2014) 

Source: esotericonline.net         MARCH 13, 2014  

 

The timing of astral disembodiment in which the spirit leaves the body has been 

captured by Russian scientist Konstantin Korotkov, who photographed a person at the 

moment of his death with a bioelectrographic camera. 

http://consciouslifenews.com/scientist-photographs-soul-leaving-body/1165924/
http://consciouslifenews.com/scientist-photographs-soul-leaving-body/1165924/
http://consciouslifenews.com/scientist-photographs-soul-leaving-body/1165924/
http://www.esotericonline.net/profiles/blogs/russian-scientist-photographs-the-soul-leaving-the-body-at-death
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The image taken using the gas discharge visualization method, an advanced technique 

of Kirlian photography, shows in blue the life force of the person leaving the body 

gradually. 

According to Korotkov, navel and head are the parties who first lose their life force 

(which would be the soul) and the groin and the heart are the last areas where the 

spirit before surfing the phantasmagoria of the infinite. 

In other cases, according to Korotkov, the “the soul” of people who suffer a violent and 

unexpected death usually manifests a state of confusion in your power settings and 

return to the body in the days following death. This could be due to a surplus of unused 

energy. 

The technique developed by Korotkov, who is director of the Research Institute of 

Physical Culture, St. Petersburg, is endorsed as a medical technology by the Ministry of 

Health of Russia and is used by more than 300 doctors in the world for stress and 

monitoring progress of patients treated for diseases such as cancer. Korotkov says his 

energy imaging technique could be used to watch all kinds of imbalances biophysical 

and diagnose in real time and also to show if a person does have psychic powers or is a 

fraud. 

This technique, which measures real-time and stimulated radiation is amplified by the 

electromagnetic field is a more advanced version of the technology developed for the 

aura measuring Semyon Kirlian 

 

Watch this and learn 

http://sharepowered.com/a-must-see-russell-brand-

destroys-everything-were-being-told/# 
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Kirlian photography Study of the 
SCIO Eductor 

Researcher: Colonel medic Dr. Radu Stefan.  Bucuresti, Romania  ; 07 August 2010. 

Abstract:  
It is apparent that there is energy in the body and this energy flow is highly regulated. When we 
put the body into a high energy field of the Kirlian device there appears that the life energy 
follows the high voltage energy. We believe in energetic medicine and as we balance the 
energy fields of the body we can reduce disease. Some people have called it spontaneous 
remission when there is unexpected results from such new avant-garde techniques, but we 
believe these are not spontaneous or haphazard the healings come from stabilizing the life 
energies. We will measure the Kirlian field before and after using the SCIO device.  
 

Introduction: 
A Romanian doctor Radu Stefan in 2010 used a Kirlian photograph unit to do a test of the 
electrical SCIO systems validity. This Kirlian imagery device immerses the patient in safe 
electrical plasma that can accentuate the presence of free electrical energy. Thus a type of 
electrical aura can be seen. Whatever you think of this technique and it’s somewhat bizarre 
claims, it is undeniable that it is showing a reflection of the electrical field in certain areas of the 
body. He took pictures before and after chiropractic, acupuncture, and massage therapies. 
There was little change. But the pre post pictures of the SCIO system show an undeniable 
electrical change.  
We report these findings and photos as preliminary speculative evidence of the proposed effect 
of the SCIO on the body electric.  
In his pre and post pictures there are very astounding changes in the body electric shown by the 
Kirlian photography. This proves that the SCIO system is capable of producing and increased 
electrical field around the human. There was no double blind or use of a standard measure, so a 
new experiment was needed to be designed. We need to measure more critically the effect.  
 

Method: 
Kirlian photography is a collection of photographic techniques used to capture the 
phenomenon of electrical coronal discharges. It is named after Semyon Kirlian, who, in 1939 
accidentally discovered that if an object on a photographic plateis connected to a high-voltage 
source, an image is produced on the photographic plate.[1] The technique has been variously 
known as "electrography",[2] "electrophotography",[3] "corona discharge photography" 
(CDP),[4] "bioelectrography",[2]"gas discharge visualization (GDV)",[5] "eletrophotonic imaging 
(EPI)",[6] and, in Russian literature, "Kirlianography". 
 

In 1958, the Kirlians reported the results of their experiments for the first time. Their work was 
virtually unknown until 1970, when two Americans, Lynn Schroeder and Sheila Ostrander 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corona_discharge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semyon_Davidovich_Kirlian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photographic_plate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-McCarron-Benson-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Konikiewicz-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Lane-3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Boyers-4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Konikiewicz-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Bankovskii-5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Wisneski-6
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published a book, Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain. Although little interest was 
generated among western scientists, Russians held a conference on the subject in 1972, 
at Kazakh State University.[11] 

Kirlian photography was used extensively in the former Eastern Bloc. For example, in the 1970s, 
Romania had 14,000 state-sponsored scientists working on the technique.[12] The corona 
discharge glow at the surface of an object subjected to a high voltage electrical field is referred 
to as a Kirlian aura in Russia and Eastern Europe,[13][14] however this should not to be confused 
with the paranormal concept of the aura. In 1975 Belarusian scientist Victor Adamenko wrote a 
dissertation titled Research of the structure of High-frequency electric discharge (Kirlain effect) 
images.[15][16] The scientific study of Kirlian effect in Kazakhstan State University has performed 
Victor Inyushin.[17][18] 

 
Kirlian photography might depict a conjectural energy field, or aura, thought, by some, to 
surround living things. Kirlian and his wife were convinced that their images showed a life force 
or energy field that reflected the physical and emotional states of their living subjects. They 
thought these images could be used to diagnose illnesses. In 1961, they published their first 
paper on the subject in the Russian Journal of Scientific and Applied Photography.[33] Kirlian's 
claims were embraced by energy treatments practitioners.[34] 
 
Scientists such as Beverly Rubik have explored the idea of a human biofield using Kirlian 
photography research, attempting to explain the Chinese discipline of Qigong. Qigong teaches 
that there is a vitalistic energy called qi (or chi) that permeates all living things. The existence of 
qi has been mostly rejected by the scientific community. Rubik's experiments relied on 
Konstantin Korotkov's GDV device to produce images which were thought to visualize these qi 
biofields in chronically ill patients. Rubik acknowledges that the small sample size in her 
experiments "was too small to permit a meaningful statistical analysis."[39] Vitalistic energies, 
such as qi and prana, if they exist, would exist beyond the natural world. Claims that these 
energies can be captured by special photographic equipment are criticized by skeptics.[34] 

 

The SCIO device is a biofeedback stimulation device that has been FDA registered since 1989. 
The SCIO device uses a cybernetic loop to modify an autofocused signal that is designed to 
stabilize the body electric. We have seen in many studies positive effects of this therapy. Here 
we will measure 9 patients before and after.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazakh_State_University
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-MMM-12
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Cohen-13
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-14
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-14
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aura_(paranormal)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-18
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-18
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aura_(paranormal)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Pilkington-34
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-JSmith-35
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qigong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-Rubik-40
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirlian_photography#cite_note-JSmith-35
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Discussion: 
 
So after this series of experimental tests and evaluation we can conclusively 
conclude that the SCIO is able to improve and stabilize the Kirlian energy field.  
As we improve the body electric and the energy increases and stabilizes the 
energy field will be fuller and more symmetrical. When the medical community 
sees a device function that they do not understand they call it spontaneous 
remission. We call if energetic medicine.  
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Out of Body Experiences Validated By 

Scientific Study 
 BY STEVEN BANCARZJANUARY 22, 2014DISCOVERY, FRINGE, SCIENCE 

 

Are out-of-body experiences valid?  Dr. Crookall at the University of Aberdeen has written 9 
books on out-of-body cases due to the overwhelming amount of evidence in their favour. A 
survey of 380 Oxford students showed that 34% had an OBE. A separate survey of 902 adults 
revealed that 8% have had an OBE. In a study of 44 non-Western societies, only 3 did not hold a 
belief in OBEs. Another study showed that out of 488 world societies, 89% had at least some 
tradition regarding OBEs.  So this phenomenon is familiar and lots of people claimed to have 
experienced it before, but is there any scientific credibility to this phenomenon? 
A fascinating experiment was done by Dr. Charles Tart, who was a Professor Emeritus of 
Psychology at the University of California. He had also served as a Visiting Professor in East-
West Psychology at the California Institute of Integral Studies, and as an Instructor in Psychiatry 
at the School of Medicine of the University of Virginia.  A study he published in the Journal of 
the American Society for Psychical Research may be the most infamous OBE study ever done. 
He documented the out-of-body experience of a young woman who was one of his research 
subjects.  She was in a room with nothing but a bed, a shelf, a clock, and an observation 
window where Dr. Tart observed from another room.  She also had electrical devices hooked up 
to her head to detect brain wave activities, which can be seen in the diagram below. 
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What  makes this particular out-of-body experience remarkable is that she was able to leave 
her physical body as Dr. Tart watched from the other room and read a 5-digit number of 25132 
off of a piece of paper that was on a shelf in the corner of the room.  The number was at a 
significant distance above the bed so that she would not be able to read the number even if she 
was standing, and she reported seeing the correct number him upon return to her physical 
body which remained attached to the bed as she was being watched. EEGs, REMs, and galvanic 
skin response were all recorded before and during her OBE which indicated a significant 
alteration in the readings during the time she left her body. Her OBE a good example of 
“veridical perception” which is where verified events are observed while in an out-of-body 
state. 
As Dr. Tart concluded: “While the physiological data are limited by dependence on her 
retrospective report in correlating physiological pattern with the experience, it seems as if her 
out-of-body experiences occurred in conjunction with a non-dreaming, non-awake brain wave 
stage characterized by predominant slowed alpha activity from her brain and no activation of 
the autonomic nervous system. Two incidents occurring in the laboratory provide suggestive 
evidence that the out of-the-body experiences had parapsychological concomitants.  In 
summary, this brief study found a fairly clear-cut correlation between several of Miss Z’s 
reported OOB experiences and a physiological pattern characterized by a flattened EEG with 
prominent alphoid activity, no REM or skin resistance activity, and normal heart rate” 
This is huge, because not only does it show that the experience of leaving your body is 
correlated with abnormal changes in brain-body activities, the test subject was also able to go 
and read a 5 digit number.  She also reported the correct positioning of the piece of paper that 
had the number on it, which as flat on the shelf as opposed to leaning against the wall which is 
what she was expecting.  By the way, the odds of guessing a 5 digit number first try are less 
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than 1 in 59000, so to claim that she just so happened to guess it right on her first try is out of 
the question. 
I have had 2 out-of-body experiences myself, one of which I observed real events happening in 
a different location in my house, so I can personally testify to their validity.  I saw exactly what 
my dad was doing and wearing, and I saw exactly what was on television at the time, all of 
which were verified to be true after I awoke. 
What skeptics are really good at is leaving out pieces of evidence that they can’t explain, and 
point to how some scientific studies have replicated the feeling of being out-of-body by some 
virtual means.  There is a difference between the illusion of being somewhere else, and actually 
seeing real events happening in locations that your physical body has absolutely no access 
to.  This study is another piece of evidence that gives serious scientific credibility to the idea of 
a soul. 
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